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Well Capitalised Acquirors

• Cash rich public companies and strategic buyers continue to pursue aggressive acquisition

strategies to enhance market ratings and increase market share.

• Judicious, but sustained private equity appetite for Human Capital companies remains, with a

particular focus on resilient or differentiated assets servicing high growth sub-sectors.

• High number of quality Human Capital companies makes the UK an attractive market for acquirors.
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Gambit is an independent corporate finance advisory firm specialising in advising private and public

companies on mid-market transactions in the UK and overseas. With offices in London and Cardiff,

Gambit is widely recognised as a market leader in the provision of corporate finance advice to the

Human Capital sector, having built up detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track record in

deal origination and execution.

Gambit’s dedicated Human Capital team has deep relationships with investors, vendors and acquirers

and we understand the key issues and trends that drive M&A activity in the sector and how our clients’

businesses are affected.

If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the current M&A market, the opportunities facing the

Human Capital sector and how these relate to your business, please contact a member of our team.

Macroeconomic Environment

• Despite recent macroeconomic and geopolitical uncertainty across global markets, the UK

environment remains favourable for Human Capital companies.

• With the comparative strength of the Euro and US Dollar against Sterling, overseas acquirors are

increasing their engagement with UK assets.

• While the current landscape continues to evolve, demonstrably resilient Human Capital companies

will continue to attract appetite.
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Confidence in the Human Capital sector’s resilience continues to drive M&A activity despite

macroeconomic headwinds. Below, Gambit’s Human Capital team outlines the key exit timing

considerations driving Human Capital business owners’ short to medium term value realisation plans.

Robust M&A Activity Levels

• Momentum and optimism remains despite signs of economic slowdown, with companies in

resilient, high growth sub-sectors continuing to attract appetite.

• Despite a recent tightening of credit conditions, appetite from company executives to engage in

M&A transactions remains robust, particularly within sub-sectors where candidate scarcity exists.

• Potential for Capital Gains Tax rises in 2024 is causing many business owners to consider their

options ahead of a general election.

Acute Skills Shortages

• The labour market is currently ‘tight’, with job vacancies exceeding unemployment.

• Acquirors continue to target recruitment firms with large candidate pools to leverage the growing

number of UK job vacancies.

• Whilst candidate shortages remain a challenge, hirers are willing to pay premium placement fees

for talent access, enhancing profitability for staffing companies.
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